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rhey've got boat too
eeing Mirror report, firm gifts boat to residents of Pestom Sagar who put together a
Jdimentary disaster management kit to tackle emergencies in the monsoon
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e boat will be kept in a shed in a garden maintained by Pestom Sagar Citizens' Forum
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weeks ago when residents of
Pestom Sagar in Chembur put together a rudimentary
disaster
\
management kit to tackle emerrlcies in the monsoon, they hoped to
t a boat to complete their gear.
A few days back, their wish was ful-
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filled by a firm that makes rescue equipment. It gifted an inflatable raft, which
can be fitted with a 15 HP motor, to
Pestom Sagar Citizens' Forum (PSCF), an
association of residents of 120 buildings.
PSCF put together some life jackets,
life buoys, stretchers, a fogging machine
and a van for rescue operations with a
meagre budget of Rs 25,000.
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The efforts at self-help have been noticed and appreciated by officials of the
Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation
(BMC) and of a disaster relief management project jointly organised by the
Government of India and United Nations Development Programme.
P R Masurkar, BMC safety officer and
disaster risk management co-ordinator,
said several NGOs have participated in
the civic body's disaster relief training
programmes to prepare disaster rescue
teams at the local level. "[Of these] The
PSCF was the first to set up their team.
Other groups have now started organising themselves," he said.
Sudhir Kumar, a programme associate,
said, "In case of disasters like the one in
July 2005, it is not possible for a single
agency to carry out rescue and relief operations. "
The group hopes to rescue citizens in
distress if government teams are not at
hand to do so. The residents, some of
them who have been trained in rescue
and relief operations, have even trained
local policemen. Some volunteers from
PSRFwill soon take part in a drill featuring rescue operations. "The BMC and

Mirror's May 30 report about PSCF's
initiative to carry out relief and
rescue operations in case of floods

UNDP officials suggested a drill in
swimming pools to test our skills in saving people who are drowning," saidJyoti Balasubramaniam, a member of PSRF.
Masurkar said, "Such involvement at
the community level is required to complement our work."
But residents hope the city is spared
the monsoon's fury this year. "Maybe we
will not need to use the equipment. But
with more creeks being reclaimed and
proposals to develop salt pan lands, the
city will be left with no open spaces for
rain water to drain," said Dr Vijay Sangole, joint secretary, PSRF.

